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I
[A]lthough the universal juridicism of modem society seems to fix limits on the exercise

of power, its universally widespread panopticism enables it to operate, on the underside of the law, a machinery that is both immense and minute, which supports, reinforces, multiplies the asymmetry of power and undermines the limits that are traced
around the law.'

THE LOCKDOWN OF
MARION PENITENTIARY
A Disciplinary Analysis
by Mary E. Hurley
In October, 1983, the United States Penitentiary at
Marion, Illinois was locked down in response to the killing
of two guards in the same day in separate incidents in the
Control Unit at Marion and the stabbing death of a prisoner
five days later. No riot had occurred. Prisoners were locked in their single cells 24 hours per day and fed bag lunches three meals per day for a week. Showers were reduced and programs terminated. Legal visits were delayed. All
property was removed from cells and a shakedown of the
entire prison was conducted by a large temporary duty staff
recruited to Marion from federal prisons across the country on the basis of their loyalty to the Bureau of Prisons
(BOP).2
The imposition of the lockdown was accompanied by
a show of force designed to boost staff morale and return
control of the institution to an administration badly shaken
by the death of the two guards.3 In effect, all prisoners at
Marion were punished in retaliation for the acts of a few.
A crew from Leavenworth who called themselves the ATeam conducted forced cell moves and demonstrated the
procedure, which they had learned from the United States
Army at Fort Leavenworth, to other Security Operations
Response Teams (SORT). During the moves, members of
these teams carried out systematic beatings of handcuffed prisoners. All staff members, including medical personnel, routinely wore riot gear (dark blue jumpsuits, flak vests,
helmets with shaded visors, no name tags, steel-toed boots)
and carried metal-tipped riot batons in the units during
these weeks. Some prisoners were chained down, or
restrained to beds, in violation of regulations. A policy of
forced rectal finger probes and more frequent strip searches
were instituted. Racial and sexual taunting occurred.
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More than three years after the lockdown began, most
prisoners at Marion still spend 22.5 hours a day in their
cells. The longest lockdown in the history of U.S. prisons
has become permanent and is termed a high security operation by the BOP. Control Unit prisoners are allowed out
of their cells one hour per day. One of these hours per week
can be outdoors. Indoor and outdoor recreation both take
place alone, in a cage. Recreation equipment consists of
a chin-up bar, jumprope, and exercycle.
In the hospital and administrative segregation units,
prisoners are allowed out of their cells five hours per week,
and two of these hours are spent outdoors. Indoor recreation may take place in the hallway outside the cells with
one other person. In D, E, and F units, prisoners are allowed
out of their cells 11 hours per week. Two of these hours
are outdoors and two are in an indoor gym. These prisoners
can use a fenced-in area for outdoor recreation and can
exercise in groups of six or 12. In C unit, prisoners are out
of their cells two hours per day. In B unit, a small honor
unit which provides an incentive for prisoners to work their
way out of Marion, prisoners are allowed out of their cells
throughout the day. Admission to B unit is discretionary
after a prisoner goes 18 months without an infraction.
Transfer out of Marion is discretionary after six months
in B unit without an infraction.
Only prisoners in B and C units eat together. In all
other units, prisoners eat microwaved meals provided on
trays. Cells are furnished with a bed, a sink, a toilet, and
a cardboard locker. Consequently, the tray of food must
be placed on either the toilet or the floor while eating. Cells
either have bars on the front or have solid outer doors that
can be closed (boxcars).
No contact visiting is permitted at Marion. Family
members who make the trip to Southern Illinois for 8 hours
of visiting per month must talk to their relatives by
telephone through glass panels. Limits on social telephone
calls ranging from two ten-minute calls per month for most
prisoners to one ten-minute call every 90 days for administrative segregation unit prisoners intensify this isolation. Calls and visits are monitored and tape recorded.
35

No congregational religious services are available at
Marion. For a year after the lockdown, there were no
religious services at all. Currently, some prisoners may meet
once a month with a minister of their faith and with
prisoners of the same faith who live on their half of one
unit. Control, administrative segregation, and hospital unit
prisoners can only meet with a chaplain through the bars
of their cells. Catholic and Protestant services are televised. The only educational programs available are self-taught
high school equivalency courses, television programming,
and one correspondence course at a time. In one of the
only improvements since the lockdown, permission has
recently been granted to take two courses simultaneously,
provided that the prisoner has an A average in previous
courses, has gone 12 months without an infraction, and
has the recommendation of his unit team.4 The only jobs
are porter and barber. In the honor unit, 35 prisoners make
electrical cables. There is a television in every cell, except
in the hospital and administrative segregation units.
When prisoners, except those in B unit, are in the
presence of staff without bars separating them, they are
handcuffed behind the back or in front with cuffs covered
by a black box device and attached to a waist chain. Control Unit prisoners wear leg shackles. Prisoners are accompanied by guards carrying riot batons. Physical and verbal
abuse continues to occur sporadically. Strip searches are
conducted before and after all visits and before and after
showers and recreation in some units. When a Control Unit
prisoner first enters the unit or leaves or enters the prison,
for example to attend court, he must submit to a manual
rectal probe by a physician's assistant. Rectal searches may
also be performed based on a reasonable belief that any
prisoner is concealing contraband. Some prisoners consider
forced rectal searches to be rape.'
The BOP did not appoint an independent investigator
when allegations that excessive force was used were made
after the lockdown. When prisoners filed grievances, routine
reviews of existing use-of-force forms were done. In
February, 1985, an in-house investigation into one specific
allegation of excessive force by a staff member was conducted.6 The House Judiciary Committee Subcommittee
on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice
is responsible for oversight of the BOP. The Subcommittee held hearings on the lockdown on March 29, 1984, and
again on June 26, 1985. Although the Subcommittee has
heard testimony from an attorney7 and a psychiatrist8 that
the lockdown must end and despite the report of the Subcommittee's own private consultants that the lockdown
should be lifted slowly,9 the Subcommittee has never
recommended an end to the lockdown. Significantly, the
Subcommittee has never heard testimony by prisoners and
no member of the Subcommittee has toured Marion.
In a class action suit' ° against the lockdown and
beatings, over 60 prisoner witnesses told of guard brutality and abuse during hearings on a motion for a preliminary
injunction and extensive evidence was produced documen36

ting the prison administration's role in the lockdown.
Although allegations that the BOP had planned to develop
the high security operation at Marion prior to the killings
of the two guards were not fully proven, practices indicating
long-range planning have been the subject of litigation in
the years since Marion was opened in 1962 as the successor to Alcatraz. Prior to the lockdown, the BOP used
indefinite segregation in the Control Unit to punish
prisoners who had participated in a work strike and to
silence prison critics, religious leaders, and dissidents.1 2 In
fact, Marion had been on semi-lockdown status since 1980,
when the industries program was removed and educational
opportunities were limited. 3
In spite of all that has been written on prison reform,
prisons never really change; prison litigation since 1944 has
been successful in securing the most basic improvements,
but recent lawsuits have been confronted with "the reemerging hands-off policy of the federal courts."' 4
Michel Foucault's work on the birth of the prison can
be instrumental in opening up a way to think about the
function of prisons and in constructing a new vocabulary
with which to articulate work on behalf of prisoners.
To understand why this particular program of punishment has been instituted at Marion in the 1980's is not to
view the situation at Marion as either a return to torture,
repression, and excessive force directed at the body, or as
the failure of a trend toward correctional reform and the
use of rehabilitation. To understand Marion is to situate
the lockdown in the entire program of the federal prison
system, in a series of prisons of varying security levels for
various classifications of prisoners placed around the country. This is not to leave state systems out of the discussion of prisons in America. Rather, they can be considered
as replicating this ranking in their own territories. The
federal system serves as an example - it manages the
toughest criminals with the broadest oversight. The state
systems follow this lead, and also feed their worst discipline
problems to the feds. One difference is that the state may
have capital punishment at one end of the series, and alternatives to imprisonment at the other. Regardless of how
extreme the harshest punishment or lightest punishment
on either end is, each setting has a role in asserting its own
appropriateness for a certain type of delinquency in the
same way that prisons function to support their own existence for the punishment of certain illegalities.
Looking at Marion in this way, it clearly fits into
Foucault's history of the prison. It is not an aberration, this
prison where there is not work, but idleness, not rehabilitation, but physical punishment. Marion becomes the isolation chamber in a giant prison made up of all prisons. Indeed, this is the justification that prison administrators offered as their defense in the hearings. They argued that by
designating Marion as the only security level 6 prison on
a scale of 1 to 6 and operating Marion as a high security
facility for predatory and disruptive prisoners the BOP
would be able to run the rest of the federal prisons (and
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I
B unit) more openly and with more programs.' Marion's
purpose was to deter unacceptable conduct by prisoners
in the security level 1-5 institutions. But statistics do not
show significant changes in the number or type of assaults
or escape attempts throughout the federal system. No
evidence was offered to indicate that other prisons were
being operated more openly. Lawyers for the prisoners
claimed that in actuality the BOP's high security operation
at Marion has the effect of making unpopular and repressive
secure institutions seem more
practices instituted at the less
6
palatable in comparison.'
Foucault writes the history of this lenient prison which
is the acknowledged goal of prison administrators and of
the power to punish which it justifies and conceals.
[B]y an analysis of penal leniency as a technique of power, one might understand both how
man, the soul, the normal or abnormal individual have come to duplicate crime as objects of penal intervention; and in what way a
specific mode of subjection was able to give
birth to man as an object of knowledge for a
discourse with a 'scientific' status.' 7
A more detailed representation of Foucault's project with
particular attention paid to two disciplinary mechanisms
which are played out at Marion, specifically classification
and modulation of penalties, facilitates a perspective on
prison reform and the identification of points where
resistance to power is possible.
Foucault traces three methods of organizing the power
to punish through the late eighteenth century, when the
prison of today won out over the others. The first was the
spectacle of torture of the body by a sovereign that was
based on monarchical law. "The other two both refer to
a preventive, utilitarian, corrective conception of a right to
punish that belongs to society as a whole; but they are very
different from one another at the level of the mechanisms
they envisage."' Humanist reformers envisioned a punishment that would signify to the citizenry the return of the
subject to the obligation of the social contract. The prison
institution that was adopted instead used punishment "as
a technique for the coercion of individuals; it operated
methods of training the body - not signs - by the traces
it leaves, in the form of habits, in behaviour; and it presupposed the setting up of a specific power for the administration of the penalty."' 9
The answer to why one technology of the power to
punish replaced the others is posed within Foucaults
description of the mechanisms of the power to punish as
"not simply 'negative' mechanisms that make it possible
to repress, to prevent, to exclude, to eliminate; but that
... are linked to a whole series of positive and useful effects which it it their task to support.' 2 The product of
the exercise of power, for Foucault, is knowledge, and what
can be known is circumscribed by the power relation:
38

We should admit ... that there is no power

relation without the correlative constitution of
a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that
does not presuppose and constitute at the same
time power relations. These power-knowledge
relations are to be analyzed, therefore, not on
the basis of a subject of knowledge who is or
is not free in relation to the power system, but,
on the contrary, the subject who knows, the
objects to be known, and the modalities of
knowledge must be regarded as so many effects
of the fundamental implications of powerknowledge and their historical transformations.
In short, it is not the activity of the subject of
knowledge that produces a corpus of
knowledge, useful or resistant to power, but
power-knowledge, the processes and struggles
that traverse it and of which it is made up, that
determines the forms and possible domains of
knowledge.2 '
He finds this power-knowledge localized in a technology
of the body that results in the political and economic
usefulness of populations. Specialized institutions prisons - operate "a micro-physics of power... situated

these great functionings and the bodies
in a sense between
"22
themselves.

The development of scientific disciplines legitimizes the
corrective, rehabilitative, behavior-modifying overlay on the
penal leniency model of the power to punish. The
disciplines are a counter-law; they effect a suspension of
law. "Whereas the juridical systems define juridical subjects
according to universal norms, the disciplines characterize,
classify, specialize, they distribute along a scale, around
a norm, hierarchize the individuals in relation to one another
and, if necessary, disqualify and invalidate."' Accordingly, one of the power effects of the modem prison (and its
ally, the criminal justice system) is to define illegalities for
which the appropriate punishment is imprisonment. The
description of delinquencies is a production of the
disciplinary tactics of the modem prison, a useful function
that allows for the intersection of race and class with the
criminal justice system, for the exclusion of delinquents
from the population, and for the exclusion from punishment of other illegalities not defined as delinquencies.
How does disciplinary technology take hold of the
body to produce these useful effects? Two aspects of the
micro-physics of power as it operates at Marion provide
examples.
Classification
In addition to security level designations for each prison
in the federal system, the BOP issues custody classifications for individual prisoners. Forms are compiled with information about the prisoner's conviction, sentence, incINTHE PUBLIC INTEEST

dent reports while in the prison, even the quality of family
ties. The profiles include anything thought to be valuable
in classifying the individual. Litigiousness and political views
are more likely to be mentioned than participation in programs and employment record. Prisoners are assigned to
prisons which match their custody classification based on
point totals.
Another classification tool used by the BOP is the identification of gang members. An individual's dangerousness
and propensity for violence is assumed based on membership in a particular gang. Plaintiffs' attorneys attacked these
classifications in the class action. They showed that the
warden at Marion, worried because most of the prisoners
at his security level 6 institution had custody classifications
of 4 or 5, had requested that the custody classification
system be redesigned to correspond more closely to the
prison population. A BOP statistician testified that the new
form would ensure that "bad guys" and "good guys" would
be assigned the correct numbers.24 Attorneys also proved that a hearing and examination by a psychiatrist had
been required by due process for transfer to the Control
Unit prior to the lockdown, but even though the remaining
units now had conditions identical to the Control Unit, only
the profiles, the correct custody classification, and an administrative reason were required for admission to Marion.
On cross-examination, the BOP's expert witness admitted
that his study of gangs established that there were not more
than 124 gang members in the federal prison population
of 30,000, and that probably 35 of them were at Marion,
although prison administrators had pinned2 the gang label
on most of the 350 prisoners at Marion. 5
That these classifications deny due process or are arbitrary, superficial, inaccurate, or false does not undermine
their effectiveness. The examination by a doctor or
psychiatrist can reveal almost anything. When guards are
murdered innocent prisoners can be held responsible and
their classifications can be redefined. It is the act of creating
differences between individuals and constructing a space
of separation which is important. That the act of classification itself is what is useful in the operation of prison
disciplinary mechanisms and the production of truth, can
be understood in Foucault's own terms:
In discipline, the elements are inter-changeable,
since each is defined by the place it occupies
in a series, and by the gap that separates it from
the others. The unit is ... the rank: the place
one occupies in a classification.... Discipline
is an art of rank, a technique for the transformation of arrangements. It individualizes bodies
by a location that does not give them a fixed
position, but distributes them and circulates
them in a network of relations.26
For Foucault, the rank is a functional and hierarchical
space. "Disciplinary tactics is situated on the axis that links
SParNG 1987

the singular and the multiple. It allows both the
characterization
of the individual and the ordering of a given
"
multiplicity. 27
Classification is one mechanism by which the corrective model of the prison (and the criminal justice system)
with its disciplinary overlay, orders populations and defines
the individual for use as an object of knowledge. The corrective power's hold on the body is established through
describing the soul of the individual, not the crime.

Modulation of Penalties
There is a circularity in these operations - the same
ones that describe the body/soul, and enable it to be taken
hold of as an object also facilitate an acting on the object
that produces and maintains the description of the object,
and back again, in the same way power/knowledge is a
mutual operation.
Foucault has derived the concept of hierarchical observation from Bentham's Panopticon, the eighteenth century
round prison with a central tower in which the prisoner was
constantly visible. A system of hierarchical observation is
in place at Marion. Prison snitches are encouraged to inform on other prisoners and mutual mistrust is cultivated
in prisoners often through antagonism of different religious
and racial groups. Guards not only watch the prisoners,
and, since the lawsuit, videotape forced cell moves, but
pressure each other into certain roles. The constant, coercive surveillance is accompanied by swiftly changing rules
and directives about details such as cell arrangement (the
proper location of the personal laundry, bed, television, and
cardboard storage box in each cell) or the correct number
of items and condiments which should go into and out of
each cell on food trays. Therapies are ordered. Infractions
are observed, reported, and judged by prison disciplinary
committees composed of guards. The outcomes, figured
into a prisoner's classification, affect transfer to B unit,
transfer to other prisons and parole, and constitute a
discipline that never ends.
On the surface, the system of hierarchical observation
encourages and produces violence. But its greater
usefulness is in its normalizing judgment, its constant outlining of the difference between normal and abnormal
behavior that supports the system of classification and the
filling in of the spaces classification defines. Picture the
dilemma of prison administrators, who, having established a security level 6 prison for 350 prisoners, must then
ensure that there are 350 prisoners with a custody
classification of 6 to fill it. It would not be economical to
operate the prison with fewer.
Hierarchical observation and normalizing judgment
also assure the secrecy and autonomy necessary to the
disciplinary model of the prison by effecting a modulation
of the penalty controlled by the administrators of
punishment.
39

And it must be admitted that the legal
authorities can have no immediate control over
all these procedures that rectify the penalty as
it proceeds.... Those who administer detention must therefore have an indispensable
autonomy, when it comes to the question of
individualizing and varying the application of
the penalty: supervisors, a prison governor, a
chaplain or an instructor are more capable of
exercising this corrective function than those
who hold the penal power. It is their judgment
(understood as observation, diagnosis,
characterization, information, differential
classification) and not a verdict in the form of
attribution of guilt, that must serve as a support for this internal modulation of the penalty.... All this arbitrariness, which the modem

codes have withdrawn from the judicial power,
has been gradually reconstituted on the side of
the power that administers and supervises
punishment. It is the sovereignty of knowledge
possessed by a warde[nl. 2
Foucault has located a point where legal discourse joins
scientific discourse. Once law attributes guilt and assigns
a sentence, the criminal is turned over to prison administrators. They alone control and modulate the severity, length, and appropriateness of the penalty. Here hierarchical observation and normalizing judgment combine in
a constant examination which determines what is known
about the individual and focuses the exercise of disciplinary
power.

In a theory of penal leniency as a technique of power,
prison reform has a necessary function. Over and over, the
failure of the prison to reduce crime has been remedied by
more prison, longer prison, more spending, and the insertion of the corrective principles - classification, modulation of penalties, work as obligation and right, penitentiary
education, technical supervision of detention, and auxiliary
institutions.' Prison reform becomes another disciplinary
tool in a simultaneous operation of the prison, its failure,
and its regeneration by reform.
For Foucault, theory is practice. "Practice is a set of
relays from one theoretical point to another, and theory
is a relay from one practice to another .... Representa-

tion no longer exists; there's only action - theoretical action and practical action which serve as relays and form
networks.'" A lawyer working on prison issues who
comes to Foucaults history of the prison has presumably
made a personal distinction between work within the correctional system of reform and work on behalf of prisoners.
There are problems beyond these alternatives:
The wrongs that prison suits are designed to
remedy - mistreatment, abuse of power, and

neglect by wardens, guards, and other officials
40

- are not the only reasons prisons are such
noxious places. Much of the misery of prison
life stems from the fact of incarceration itself.
... Litigation may be able to eliminate or
modify regulations or procedures that are arbitrary and unrelated to questions of custody
and security. It seems unlikely that inmates or
public-interest law firms can mount a successful
challenge to incarceration itself. Nor is it likely
that litigation can protect inmates from their
fellow inmates, who constitute the major threat
to their safety and well-being .... Perhaps the
largest irony is that the return to traditional
methods of control has gained support from the
prisoner rights movement itself; the judicial
response to some recent suits has been to order
the kinds of indignities that litigation was initially designed to remedy."'
The usefulness of Foucault's work is in understanding the
nature of the power that is opposed in prison reform and
the lawyer's own dependent role in relation to it.
The power Foucault describes is exercised, not
possessed. It is diffuse and reaches into the depths of society. And it is borne by those on whom it is exercised. To
struggle against it is to work on the level at which it is
localized. The lawyer's function is not only to represent the
interests of a class of prisoners, but while doing this work
to create conditions in which the voice of a single prisoner
can be heard. Foucault and a small group of intellectuals
found the Groupe d'Information sur les Prisons in France,
not to speak for the prisoners, but to make it possible for
prisoners themselves to speak about what was happening
to the prisons.3' A U.S. prisoner has spoken: "there is no
such thing as Prison Reform.... The prison system Is a
scheme America created as the key modem technique for
correction. Prisons are simply a painful punitive process,
a most severe form of corporal punishment that the administrators have capitalized on for their own selfish
reasons ...all base their very survival on the perpetration
of crime."3
It may be a tribute to the effectiveness of lawyers in
the Marion class action that they were accused by the
magistrate of being in league with gang members, that their
cars and homes were searched, and that their efforts to
publicize conditions through a prisoner-written newsletter
were thwarted. Because they are permitted to have contact legal visits with prisoners and because they correspond
with many prisoners at Marion, the attorneys threaten to
mediate between the outside world and prisoners isolated
by the lockdown. The administration perceives them as
warranting the same treatment as prisoners. Beginning In
1980, officials banned a small group of lawyers who provided legal services from the prison. A jury later found that
prison officials had violated the legal workers' constitutional
rights.34
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Foucaults theory has other implications for practice.
A lawyer is always in danger of being an examiner, of using
the same social sciences to make a case that are used
to discipline, or of requesting reforms that may have power
effects. For example, attorneys seeking to protect clients
from the violence, racial animosity, and sexual attacks
prevalent in prisons might allege that prison administrators
have a duty to protect prisoners from each other. To enforce that duty a court would have to order classification
systems to identify and isolate dangerous prisoners - exactly what is being opposed at Marion. Faced with that contradiction, a lawyer would have to work on an entirely different level, such as educating about racism. Reading
Foucault requires realizing that possibilities for prison
reform may be limited.
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